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Abstract

We report the photoinduced post-synthesis method of Mn doping in colloidal perovskite 

nanocrystals, which can produce Mn-doped CsPbX3 (X=Cl, Br) nanocrystals with preserved size 

and anisotropic morphology. Photoinduced Mn doping occurs through cation exchange driven by 

the facile photoinduced halide exchange in dihalomethane (CH2X2, X=Cl, Br) solvent taking 

advantage of in-situ photogeneration of halide ion from the solvent molecules. In the presence of 

a small amount of Mn acetate dissolved in solvent at sub-micromolar concentration, 

photoexcitation of the nanocrystals above the bandgap initiates the simultaneous anion and cation 

exchange. Under the condition of self-anion exchange, the resulting product is only the cation 

(Mn) doping in the nanocrystal host without changing halide composition, where the extent of 

doping can be controlled by excitation light intensity. The mild nature of the photoinduced doping 

also preserves the anisotropic morphology of the nanocrystals. The photoinduced Mn-doping 

method could be further expanded to other cations providing a versatile means of creating various 

cation-doped perovskite nanocrystals that are difficult to produce by other means. 
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Introduction

Semiconducting lead halide nanocrystals have attracted much interest due to their excellent 

optical and optoelectronic properties including large absorption cross-section1 and high 

photoluminescence quantum yield.2, 3 Like in other semiconductor nanocrystals,4-6 various optical 

and electronic properties of lead halide perovskite nanocrystals are controllable by tuning the 

halide composition or doping. Variation of anion composition via post-synthesis anion exchange7-9 

has been extensively utilized to chemically tune the bandgap of these materials throughout the 

visible spectral range. The highly labile nature of halide ions within the lattice of lead halide 

nanocrystals enabled the facile anion exchange even at room temperature, making the post-

synthesis anion exchange a highly versatile method of tuning anion composition. Variation of the 

cation composition has also been pursued to produce lead-free perovskite nanocrystals10-12 or to 

introduce new photophysical properties13-27 originating from the dopant. In particular, 

substitutional doping of Pb2+ with transition metal 13-21 or rare-earth metal 27 ions such as Mn2+ and 

Yb3+ have been studied extensively for the strong sensitized luminescence. However, post-

synthesis cation exchange is significantly more difficult than anion exchange,28, 29 therefore less 

utilized as the method of post-synthesis cation doping.  

Recently, post-synthesis doping of Mn2+ ions in CsPbX3 nanocrystals via simultaneous anion 

and cation exchange was demonstrated in several studies.29-31 In these studies, doping of Mn2+ was 

considered to result from the cation exchange driven by the halide exchange. For this reason, 

conditions enabling the halide exchange were necessary to induce doping via cation exchange. 

While the halide exchange has been mostly achieved by adding a reactive halide source, we have 

recently shown that dihalomethane (CH2X2) used as the solvent can generate halide ion in-situ 

enabling facile photoinduced anion exchange in perovskite without using a separate halide source.8 

The in-situ photoinduced generation of halide is possible because of the interfacial electron transfer 

from the photoexcited perovskite nanocrystals to CH2X2 molecules near the surface, resulting in 

the reductive dissociation of C-X bond producing X-. The photoinduced halide exchange benefits 

from the easy control of the extent of reaction via photon dose in addition to not requiring a 

separate halide other than solvent itself. It is also capable of spatially patterning the chemical 

transformation since photoexcitation is necessary to initiate the exchange process. Here, we show 

that photoinduced doping of Mn2+ in CsPbX3 (X=Cl, Br) nanocrystals can be achieved by taking 
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advantage of photoinduced halide exchange in CH2X2 solvent. CH2X2 is sufficiently nonpolar to 

keep highly ionic CsPbX3 nanocrystals intact during the reaction and is also able to dissolve a 

sufficient amount of the precursor of Mn2+, such as Mn acetate, necessary for the photoinduced 

cation exchange. In this work, we demonstrate the unique benefits of photoinduced cation 

exchange that can produce various Mn-doped CsPbX3 (X=Cl, Br) nanocrystals exhibiting 

sensitized Mn luminescence that also preserves the anisotropic morphology.   

Experimental

Synthesis of CsPbCl3 nanocubes: CsPbCl3 nanocubes were synthesized using a previously 

reported method2 with slight modifications. The Cs precursor (Cs-oleate) solution was prepared 

by mixing Cs2CO3 (0.25 g), oleic acid (OA, 0.8 g) and 1-octadecene (ODE, 7g) and heating to 150 

°C until all Cs2CO3 is dissolved.  The Pb/Cl precursor solution was prepared by heating the mixture 

of PbCl2 (90 mg), oleylamine (OAm, 1mL) and OA (1 mL) at 200 ° C. The reaction was initiated 

by injecting 0.4 mL of Cs-oleate solution to the Pb/Cl precursor solution maintained at 200 °C. 

After 1 min of reaction, the reaction was quenched by cooling in an ice water bath.  The produced 

CsPbCl3 nanocubes were precipitated with acetone and collected after centrifugation.

Synthesis of CsPbCl3 nanorods:  CsPbCl3 nanorods (~2 nm in diameter) were synthesized at 

room temperature by adding acetone to the mixture of Cs-oleate solution and Pb/Cl precursor 

solution. The Pb/Cl precursor solution was prepared by heating the mixture of PbCl2 (60 mg), 

CuCl2 (200 mg), OAm (~2 mL) and OA (~2 mL) at 200 °C, which was subsequently cooled to 

room temperature. In the mixture of both precursor solutions, ~10 mL of acetone was added to 

initialize the growth of CsPbCl3 nanorods. The produced nanorods were precipitated and collected 

by centrifugation.

Synthesis of CsPbBr3 quantum dots: ~4 nm CsPbBr3 quantum dots were synthesized using the 

recently reported method.32 PbBr2 (80 mg) and ZnBr2 (250 mg) were mixed with dried OAm 

(~2mL) and OA (~2 mL) followed by an injection of 0.4 mL of Cs-oleate solution at 80 °C. The 

reaction was maintained for 2 mins at 80 °C and subsequently quenched in an ice bath. The 

nanocrystals were recovered by centrifuging the reactant mixture after adding acetone.   
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Photoinduced Mn doping: CH2X2 (X=Cl, Br) solution of Mn acetate tetrahydrate 

((CH3COO)2Mn·4H2O) was prepared by first sonicating the salt in the solvent for 30 mins. The 

solution was filtered with a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter to remove the undissolved Mn 

salt to obtain the saturated solution of Mn acetate in CH2X2. The concentration of Mn determined 

from elemental analysis was 0.4  M. Perovskite nanocrystals were dispersed in these solutions at 

varying concentrations of Mn2+ and nanocrystals. The photoexcitation that initiates Mn doping 

was performed using UV light-emitting diode (LED) with the emission centered at 365 nm with 

fwhm of 10 nm. For CsPbCl3 nanorods, the LED was able to excite the red side of exciton emission.    

Optical and structural characterization of the nanocrystals: Absorption and 

photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the samples were obtained using fiberoptic-coupled CCD 

spectrometers (Ocean Optics, USB4000 and QE65). PL spectra were obtained at the excitation 

wavelength of 350 nm (300 nm for CsPbCl3 nanorods). For Mn luminescence lifetime 

measurement, a pulsed N2 laser (NL100 SRS, 337 nm) was used as the excitation source. The 

signal from the photomultiplier tube (R928, Hamamatsu) coupled to an amplifier was recorded 

with a digital oscilloscope (WaveAce 234, Lecroy). Photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra 

were taken with PTI QuantaMaster fluorometer by measuring the intensity of Mn luminescence at 

600 nm, using a Xe lamp as a tunable excitation source. TEM images of perovskite nanocrystals 

were collected on FEI Tecnai G2 F20 ST FE-TEM microscope. Mn-doping concentration was 

determined using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, NexIon 300D). Methyl 

acetate was used as an anti-solvent to precipitate and purify the nanocrystals out of their 

concentrated solutions. The precipitation and purification steps were repeated at least three times 

to thoroughly remove unreacted Mn. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra were 

obtained on Bruker E1 Exsys with a super CW EPR bridge. EPR signals were obtained at room 

temperature with 9.37 MHz microwave frequency and 20 mW microwave power. 

 

Results and discussion

Figure 1a shows the photoluminescence (PL) spectra of CsPbCl3 nanocrystals dispersed in 

CH2Cl2 in the presence of dissolved Mn (II) acetate (0.4 µM) under photoexcitation by a UV LED 

(center  =365 nm, fwhm=10nm) at the intensity of 14 mW/cm2 with varying photoexcitation 
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times. Within 2 mins of photoexcitation, Mn luminescence centered at 628 nm was observed 

indicating the presence of doped Mn2+ in the nanocrystal that allows the sensitization of Mn d-d 

transition by exciton. With increasing photoexcitation time, Mn luminescence intensity continued 

to increase over several tens of minutes. In the absence of photoexcitation, no detectable Mn 

luminescence was observed indicating that the photoexcitation of the nanocrystal is the necessary 

process for Mn doping under our experimental condition. When CH2Cl2 is replaced with non-

halogenated solvent such as hexane, no Mn luminescence was observed indicating that Mn doping 

is driven by halide exchange from in-situ photogenerated halide from CH2Cl2.  Figure 1b shows 

the time-dependent intensity of Mn luminescence intensity measured at several different 

photoexcitation times. The average lifetime of Mn luminescence is 0.3 ms, which is shorter than 

typical Mn luminescence lifetime in hot-injection synthesized nanocrystals. 13, 18We believe this is 

due to the relatively high local concentration of doped Mn2+ ions, resulting in antiferromagnetic 

coupling between Mn2+ ions that reduces Mn luminescence lifetime18, 33-35 as will be discussed 

further later. Figure 1c shows photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectrum and the absorption 

spectrum, which are nearly identical to each other. This clearly indicates the presence of Mn2+ in 

the perovskite nanocrystals enabling the energy transfer from exciton to Mn2+ ions that gives rise 

to the observed Mn luminescence. Successful substitution of B-site Pb2+ with Mn2+ is further 

corroborated by X-band electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum shown in Figure 1d, 

where the hyperfine splitting (86 Gauss) is identical to that of Mn-doped CsPbCl3 nanocrystals 

prepared by hot-injection synthesis.13 TEM images and absorption spectra of CsPbCl3 nanocrystals 

before and after the photoinduced Mn doping are shown in Figure 2. The size and morphology of 

the nanocrystals are preserved during the photoinduced Mn doping. The intensity of the absorption 

spectrum increased slightly after the photoinduced doping. Such increase in the absorption 

intensity was previously observed during the photoinduced halide exchange in CsPbCl3 

nanocrystals, 8which was considered to result from the removal of the existing Cl vacancy during 

the halide exchange process. The above results clearly indicate that doping of Mn2+ in CsPbCl3 

nanocrystals can be achieved by the cation exchange driven by the photoinduced halide exchange.  
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Figure 1. (a,b) PL spectra (a) and time-dependent Mn luminescence intensity (b) of CsPbCl3 

nanocrystals undergoing the photoinduced Mn doping by a UV LED at the intensity of 14 mW/cm2 

and varying photoexcitation times. (c) Absorption spectrum (blue) and photoluminescence 

excitation (PLE) spectrum (red) measured at 600 nm. d, Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 

spectrum of Mn-doped CsPbCl3 prepared via photoinduced doping. 

 

Figure 2. (a) Absorption spectra of CsPbCl3 nanocrystals before (blue) and after (red) 

photoinduced Mn doping. (b,c) TEM image of CsPbCl3 nanocrystals before (b) and after(c) the 

photoinduced Mn doping.  
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Figure 3. PL spectra (a) and time-dependent Mn luminescence intensity (b) of CsPbCl3 

nanocrystals undergoing the photoinduced Mn doping by 365 nm light at the intensity of 100 

mW/cm2 and varying photoexcitation times.  

Since Mn doping requires the photoinduced halide exchange, the intensity of light that directly 

controls the rate of halide exchange should dictate the extent and the rate of Mn doping. To 

examine the effect of varying excitation light intensity on photoinduced Mn doping, an additional 

experiment was performed at the higher excitation intensity. Figure 3a shows the PL spectra of 

CsPbCl3 nanocrystals undergoing the photoinduced doping of Mn at the excitation intensity of 100 

mW/cm2. Figure 3b shows the time-dependent intensity of Mn luminescence measured at several 

different photoexcitation times. Two major differences are observed in the PL spectra and time-

dependent Mn luminescence intensity between the lower (Figure 1, 14 mW/cm2) and the higher 

(Figure 3, 100 mW/cm2) excitation intensities when the comparable reaction times are used. In 

contrast to Figure 1a that shows a negligible spectral shift of Mn luminescence centered at 628 

nm, Figure 3a shows a continuous blueshift of Mn PL with increasing photoexcitation time from 

625 to 610 nm. Furthermore, the average lifetime of Mn luminescence in Figure 3b is much longer 

(~1 ms) and exhibits gradually increasing lifetime with continued photoinduced Mn doping. The 

blueshift of Mn PL energy and the increase of Mn PL lifetime in Figure 3a and 3b are indicative 

of increasing Mn-Mn distance and the decreasing effect of Mn-Mn exchange coupling on Mn 

luminescence. The longer Mn luminescence lifetime under the higher photoexcitation can also be 

interpreted as the larger Mn-Mn distance and weaker effect of Mn-Mn exchange coupling on Mn 

luminescence. At first glance, the larger Mn-Mn distance may appear contradictory to the higher 

excitation intensity that should increase the photoinduced doping rate. However, it can be 
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explained by different local Mn doping concentration and spatial extent of Mn doping within the 

nanocrystals affected by the rate of photoinduced halide exchange process that drives Mn doping.    

The   apparently stronger effect of Mn-Mn exchange coupling observed in the nanocrystals at 

the weaker photoexcitation intensity (14 mW/cm2) could be explained by the higher local density 

of Mn2+ ions that are largely localized closer to the surface of the nanocrystals. Near absence of 

the shift of Mn PL in Figure 1 indicates that local doping density of Mn2+ ions is not changing 

significantly under the given excitation condition. According to the earlier study, the Mn 

luminescence lifetime in CsPbCl3 nanocrystal host decreases to 0.3 ms above the doping 

concentration of 14%.18 Mn doping concentration of CsPbCl3 nanocrystals in this study determined 

from the inductive coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is ~2%, which suggests the highly 

non-uniform doping within the nanocrystal. Since Mn doping occurs via cation exchange 

facilitated by the photoinduced anion exchange at room temperature, spatially more heterogeneous 

doping compared to hot-injection synthesis may not be unexpected. On the other hand, blue shift 

of Mn PL was observed under much longer photoexcitation (>1hr) indicating a slow and gradual 

movement of Mn2+ ions to from near the surface to further into the interior of the nanocrystals.  In 

contrast, more rapid halide and cation exchange at the higher photoexcitation intensity (100 

mW/cm2) may result in Mn doping over the large space within the nanocrystal for the same 

reaction time. The blueshift of Mn PL and elongation of its lifetime with continued photoexcitation 

can be accounted for by the increasing Mn-Mn distance from the expanded spatial extent of doping 

within the nanocrystals despite the increasing overall level of doping. The above observation 

suggests the possible control of the spatial distribution of Mn2+ ions by varying both the excitation 

light intensity and the concentration of Mn2+ in the solvent medium, although this study will not 

address this in depth. In the case of Mn-doped II-VI quantum dots, the ability to control the radial 

doping location within the nanocrystal during the synthesis enabled the structural control of the 

exchange coupling between exciton and dopant that determines the energy transfer rate.33 While 

such control would be difficult in hot injection synthesis of Mn-doped perovskite nanocrystals, the 

post-synthesis photoinduced Mn doping can enable some control over the doping structure.   
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Figure 4. (a) Absorption (dashed) and PL spectra (solid) of CsPbCl3 nanorods undergoing the 

photoinduced Mn doping by a UV LED at the intensity of 100 mW/cm2 and varying 

photoexcitation times. (b) Time-dependent Mn luminescence intensity of CsPbCl3 nanorods after 

20 mins of photoexcitation. (c,d) TEM image of CsPbCl3 nanorods before (c) and after (d) the 

photoinduced Mn doping.  

One distinct advantage of post-synthesis photoinduced Mn doping at room temperature 

compared to hot-injection synthesis is the possible preservation of the morphology of the 

anisotropic nanocrystals. Various anisotropic optical and transport properties can be harvested in 

the nanocrystals of anisotropic morphology by controlling their orientation.36-38 To confirm the 

capability of photoinduced Mn doping to preserve the anisotropic morphology of the host 

nanocrystals, the reaction was performed on CsPbCl3 nanorods that exhibit excitonic absorption 

peak near 350 nm. The thickness of the nanorods is ~2 nm, which exhibits strongly blueshifted 

exciton peak (=356 nm) with respect to the larger nanocrystals due to the quantum confinement. 

Figure 4a shows PL spectra of CsPbCl3 nanorods undergoing the photoinduced Mn doping by a 

UV LED at different photoexcitation times together with the absorption spectrum. Because of the 

relatively broad spectrum of the UV LED, it was still able to excite CsPbCl3 nanorods on the red 

side of the exciton peak. The time-dependent Mn PL intensity after 20 mins of photoexcitation is 
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shown in Figure 4b. The average lifetime of Mn PL is 0.8 ms. TEM images of CsPbCl3 nanorods 

before and after the photoinduced Mn doping are shown in Figure 4c and d respectively, which 

show the preservation of the anisotropic morphology of the host nanocrystals.  

Figure 5. (a) Absorption (dashed) and PL spectra (solid) of CsPbBr3 quantum dots undergoing the 

photoinduced Mn doping by a UV LED at the intensity of 14 mW/cm2. (b) Time-dependent Mn 

luminescence intensity of CsPbBr3 quantum dots after 4 mins of reaction.

Doping of Mn via photoinduced cation exchange facilitated by the simultaneous halide 

exchange should in principle be applied to CsPbBr3 nanocrystals. In hot-injection synthesis of Mn-

doped perovskite nanocrystals, doping Mn2+ ions in CsPbBr3 host has been significantly more 

challenging than in CsPbCl3 host. One strategy that has been recently developed to produce Mn-

doped CsPbBr3 is utilizing Mn-doped 2-dimensional monolayer structure of L2PbBr4 (L: ligand)19 

that subsequently transforms into Mn-doped CsPbBr3 nanocrystals. Here, we examined whether 

the photoinduced Mn doping can be achieved in CsPbBr3 nanocrystals by using CH2Br2 as the 

solvent in the presence of dissolved Mn acetate. Figure 5a shows the PL spectra of CsPbBr3 

nanocrystals undergoing the photoinduced Mn doping by a UV LED at the intensity of 14 mW/cm2 

together with the absorption spectrum. The size of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals are ~4 nm and exhibits 

exciton absorption peak at 465 nm due to the quantum confinement, which is sufficient to allow 

the energy transfer from exciton to Mn giving rise to the sensitized Mn luminescence. The time-

dependent Mn luminescence intensity after 4 mins of photoexcitation is shown in Figure 5b. The 

lifetime of Mn PL is ~0.2 ms, which is similar to what was reported for Mn-doped CsPbBr3 
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nanocrystals synthesized directly via hot-injection method.19 These results clearly show that 

photoinduced Mn doping can also be achieved in CsPbBr3 nanocrystal host. Under our current 

non-optimized reaction condition, prolonged photoexcitation resulted in the redshift of the exciton 

emission, suggesting the growth of the particle size. Nevertheless, we anticipate the preservation 

of the morphology and size could be achieved with further optimization of the reaction condition. 

The result above indicates that photoinduced doping is a very useful post-synthesis cation doping 

method for obtaining CsPbBr3 nanocrystals with sensitized dopant emission, since the majority of 

the earlier post-synthesis approach were unsuccessful.29, 30

Figure 6. (a,b) PL spectra (a), absorption spectra (b) and time-dependent Mn luminescence 

intensity (c) of Mn-doped CsPbCl3 nanocrystals undergoing the photoinduced Mn doping by a UV 

LED at the intensity of 100 mW/cm2 and varying photoexcitation times. 

Photoinduced doping of Mn can also be applied to the nanocrystals already doped with Mn2+ 

ions to further modify the doping structure in the nanocrystals. Figure 6a shows the PL spectra of 

hot-injection synthesized Mn-doped CsPbCl3 nanocrystals undergoing the additional 

photoinduced Mn doping by a UV LED at the intensity of 100 mW/cm2. Figure 6b shows the 

absorption spectra of Mn-doped CsPbCl3 nanocrystals before and after the photoinduced Mn 

doping, which shows little change of the absorption spectrum. Figure 6c compares the time-

dependent Mn luminescence intensities before and after the photoinduced Mn doping. The increase 

of the Mn luminescence intensity and the decrease of Mn PL lifetime indicate that the doping 

concentration in the pre-doped nanocrystals can be further increased via photoinduced Mn doping. 
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This demonstrates the versatility of photoinduced Mn doping to access the wider range of doping 

concentration by using pre-doped nanocrystals as the starting material.   

Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrated the post-synthesis photoinduced Mn doping in perovskite 

nanocrystals that can produce Mn-doped CsPbX3 (X=Cl, Br) nanocrystals of varying 

morphologies exhibiting sensitized Mn luminescence. The photoinduced Mn doping takes 

advantage of the recently developed photoinduced anion exchange, where CH2X2 (X=Cl, Br) used 

as the solvent generates halide in-situ via photoinduced reductive dissociation on the surface of 

the nanocrystals. In the presence of small amount of dissolved Mn acetate in CH2X2, 

photoexcitation resulted in the cation exchange driven by the halide exchange resulting in the 

formation of Mn-doped CsPbX3 nanocrystals. Since the reaction requires the photoexcitation, the 

extent of reaction can be controlled by varying the excitation light intensity. Furthermore, the 

anisotropic morphology of the initial nanocrystals is preserved after the photoinduced doping, 

which is convenient for producing anisotropic doped nanocrystals that are otherwise difficult to 

produce. The new photoinduced doping method demonstrated here could be utilized for doping of 

other cations with appropriate choice of metal precursors, providing a versatile route to create 

various cation-doped perovskite nanocrystals.    
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